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1. INTRODUCTION

The existing import module of DaRWIN was developed by RBINS in the framework of a
previous project. The procedure was based on a huge XLS file, exporting an XML file
with all data (Sampling location, Taxonomy and specimens data). This XML file was
then imported by DaRWIN with several levels of data checking.
This was extremely complex thanks to the size of the XLS file and the number of fields
and frustrating for users because the import was always blocked somewhere.
The import procedure is nevertheless extremely useful to add new specimens to the
existing database(s). Curators and research scientists already have many specimens
encoded in smaller databases or use XLS files. They know how to use spreadsheets
which are common softwares for users.
The manual encoding of data into the DaRWIN database is estimated to be between
5000 and 10000 specimens / year / encoder. This process is thus very slow and not
efficient.
The import procedure from existing databases and/or spreadsheets allows to import up
to 10 times more specimens in the same time period for a trained FTE “import” encoder.
This is why we decided to completely review the import processes.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1 Reworked importation procedure

The workflow, database logic and interfaces to import external data from files into
DaRWIN have been extensively reworked and expanded.
The import is now divided in 3 steps:

● Taxonomy
● Location(s)
● Specimens data

This segmented procedure allows to simplify the validation of the data. For Taxonomy
and Locations files, it is possible to use external data validation using web services of
authority databases.

A reference manual on the current importation procedure, written by Marielle Adam, is
available on the gitHub repository of the project:
https://github.com/naturalsciences/natural_heritage_darwin/blob/STABLE_2020/doc/imp
ort%20user%20manual.docx

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LeqxdNrhZa42IU3h31ItRVvKhSacez7TYs1yoB7skwQ/edit#heading=h.mngb6ogegjhl
https://github.com/naturalsciences/natural_heritage_darwin/blob/STABLE_2020/doc/import%20user%20manual.docx
https://github.com/naturalsciences/natural_heritage_darwin/blob/STABLE_2020/doc/import%20user%20manual.docx
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Figure 1: The new import procedure in 3 steps using XLS templates

As described in the reference manual, the complete workflow to import specimen data
in DaRWIN is now splitted into three steps:

1. Importing the taxonomy
2. Importing localities (collecting stations)
3. Importing specimen data

Specimen data has to be imported last:
● The binding between the specimen and the taxa is done by the full scientific

name (word containing the scientific name and the authorship information,
without considering the rank )

● The binding between the specimen and the locality is done via the station
number, which is then supposed to be unique. It is possible to disambiguate
duplicate station numbers for one specific record or the whole dataset in the
validation interface.
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2.2 Lower complexity when importing external specimen data
Another major change in DaRWIN has been the simplification of the procedures and
workflow to import external data into DaRWIN. The initial version only accepted input
data based on the ABCD XML schema for collection data. Flat data has to be first
written on specific Excel files that feature a Visual Basic macro generating the XML file.
This made the adaptation of the template procedure very complex, any modification had
to be implemented in three different systems (the XML parser in darwin, the stored
procedure in XML and the macro in Visual Basic). The macro and XML parser were very
complicated to test and debug. The complexity in time (the parsing of XML documents
is time consuming, such as the conversion of the Excel data into XML) and space (XML
files are much larger than flat CSV files) was also needlessly high. The usage of XML
introduced bugs related to the syntax of the XML document that were harder to
diagnose: the intermediate data structure handed by the PHP server had to be
serialized on the hard drive and syntactically analyzed for each problem. Besides, the
XML ABCD format was not exposed to a public web service on the Internet as the
corresponding web service BioCASE works through a database connection: the files
could not be reused for any other usage. XML could have been interesting to handle
controlled vocabularies and external thesaurus, but this functionality is not present in
DaRWIN. A flat tabular structure was converted into an hierarchical structure, before
being converted again the other way round into the flat structure of DaRWIN data
model. The Excel files were also complicated to handle, having more than 100 columns,
the name of each of them being case sensitive, and had a constraining order, while the
imported data for specimen most of time contain juste about 15 to 30 meaningful fields
(label number, locality information scientific name).
Finally, the ABCD parser could work only on specimen data, and custom PHP parsers
would have to be developed for any other type of data (people, localities etc…) .
DaRWIN's team was also contacted in April 2019 by a team of scientists from the
University of Rwanda for a JRS Biodiversity project . While they were interested in the
possibility of integrating and cleaning external data into a reference collection database,
this part of the system had to be simplified, to ease its documentation and usage for
external users.
We decided to remove the XML part and parser and to replace it by a parser for CSV
files that would follow the following concepts:

1. The data would be tab-delimited
2. The column name would follow a controlled vocabulary
3. Each column would be optional. The system could import specimens having

already a collection number, or assign a new value (as numeric sequence) of this
collection number is missing.

4. The column names would be case insensitive
5. Their order could be free
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6. Geographical coordinates could be inserted in DMS (degree minutes seconds)
while being converted in decimal degrees if they followed a consistent text
pattern (eg “10°30’ 45” W/E” or “N/S 14° 45’)

These changes have been integrated gradually, first by keeping the XML existing parser
and generating in-memory XML files inside of DaRWIN. This part has been finally
removed and replaced by a PHP parser directly filling the staging table from the
tab-delimited values. The import process was using four steps (creating of the
Tab-delimited file, importing the data into the SQL staging tables, checking duplicate,
and integrating the data in the normalized part of DaRWIN) instead of 6 (filling the
template, generating the XML, parsing it, filling SQL staging tables, checking duplicate,
and integrating the data in the normalized part of DaRWIN).
Finally, the jobs to import the data, that are asynchronous and background console
operations, have been linked to the web interface of DaRWIN, while they were
previously only available via Bash or DOS instructions (often provided by a SSH
connection). This limited the importation tasks to IT-trained staff, while the new
procedure is available for any user having the access rights to DaRWIN. However this
introduced a moderate security risk, as the web interface has to execute shell
commands. This risk can be mitigated by checking and controlling the type of
parameters passed to the command as argument (limiting them as numeric values) .
This part of the work was surely the most complex and harder to test amongst the
Dawin tasks within the framework of NaturalHeritage, as the completeness of imported
data had to be cautiously checked, on more than 100 columns that could be combined
in different ways. These checks could not be automated. The scalability (ie, ability to
work on a great number of records) of the procedure had also to be verified, which
implied huge amounts of data to be produced (which is sometimes almost as complex
as developing the application) and lengthy test operations. We should actually have
defined more rigorous and standardized test procedures. However, this kind of data is
placed outside of the scope of unit testing which is easier to automate (which are more
targeted and specific, but do not correspond to this scenario as they compare the
behavior and backward-compatibility of new versions of a programme to a reference
and stable behaviour). The import speed can be estimated by 2500 to 5000
records/hour for importing data from the source file and approximately the same
duration for the check (detection of duplicates). Integration of the data in DaRWIN is
faster (5000 to 10000 records/hour)

2.3 Additional importation templates and verification interfaces
Once the importation workflow has been simplified and the XML part removed in design
pattern, a design pattern that could be reused with other types of data was made
available. This design pattern followed a three steps approach, each of them
corresponding to asynchronous background operations:
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1. Importation of tab-delimited data into the staging part
2. Iterative checks to detect and remove duplicated either by

● Creating new values and doing batch updates or...
● Choosing an existing value and doing batch update on the others records

3. Integrating the cleaned data into the normalized part of DaRWIN . This is also an
iterative task that can can be done on parts of the dataset, and that can be
sprawled, interrupted  and resumed on several sessions

The figure 2 describes the importation workflow for specimen data, that checks
duplicates, disambiguate homonymes, and missing data, and correct then by single or
batch updates on:

1. Peoples
● Collectors
● Identifiers (for taxonomic, or geological attributions)
● Donators

2. Institutions
3. Taxonomic identification (if the taxa is missing it can be created)
4. Expedition
5. Sampling locations (using their station code as link, that becomes a mandatory

field)
It is also possible to enforce or disable a unicity constraint on the main specimen code,
while uploading the file.

Figure 2.  Importation workflow for specimen data
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This template has been adapted to several other content types that can now be
uploaded from tab-delimited files into DaRWIN and verified. The most important
development effort didn’t reside in the programming of the import logic, but in the
development of visualization and data-management interface allowing users to access
the staging tables and clean data from the Internet. A semaphore mechanism had to be
implemented, to notify the users whether import tasks successfully ended or not, and to
report errors (PHP and PostgreSQL exception are thrown to the web interface giving the
status of an import to ease debug and correction of data, as they often give information
about syntactical issues).

3. INFRASTRUCTURE
The adopted procedure simplifies the infrastructure needs as no specific server is
requested by the new procedure. The complete process can be realized with Open
Source technologies as the templates were developed for the proprietary Microsoft
Office Excel but also for the Open Source LibreOffice suite. The main difference was in
the programming which is in Visual Basic for the Excel macros and in Basic for the
LibreOffice version.

4. RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 The DaRWIN side changes

4.1.1 Taxonomy
DaRWIN initial versions already featured a template mechanism to upload taxonomic
hierarchies, but it was using a custom XML schema derived from ABCD (also requiring
a Visual Basic macro) and had no validation interface allowing the user to check and
validate data from the web interface.
Besides, the concept of “parallel” taxonomies (or taxonomical metadata) had been
introduced in DaRWIN, allowing to publish different hierarchies for the same taxon and
annotate their scientific accuracy. The initial importation mechanism used also one SQL
transaction (either all data could be imported or none, error or taxonomic conflict
cancelling the whole job).
The taxonomic template, and a substantial part of the database logic in the staging part
of DaRWIN, needed therefore to be reworked. A template for a tab-delimited file has
been defined, where users can provide a list of scientific names with upper ranks and
authors within each row. The higher rank provided for each row is free (it can b e the
phylum, the order, the family or others... ) but has to be already created in DaRWIN,
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which should build the complete descending taxonomic tree from the higher taxonomic
level to the lower one.
For each attempt to create taxon, 4 types of operations can be detected:

1. The taxon is missing and could be successfully created in DaRWIN
(his parent exists both in the file and the system)

2. The taxon is missing but couldn’t be created
(the parent in the file cannot be created in DaRWIN)

3. The taxon has another parent in DaRWIN, for the considered parallel taxonomy,
at least one of its parent has another hierarchy (Upper level conflict with
DaRWIN)

4. The taxon is present twice or several times in the file with different hierarchies,
that contradict themselves (Upper level conflict within the file)

Figure 3. Importation workflow for taxonomic data

A validation interface has been developed (see figures 4 and 5). It features a pager with
global statistics on the imported records, allowing the user to navigate through results.
Each page displays 1000 rows.

● A simple color code (green rows for imported results and orange for errors,
makes it more readable and allows users to rapidly identify issues.

● Each row contains a field where taxonomic hierarchies in DaRWIN and in the
imported files are displayed as paths separated by “/”, allowing a rapid
comparison.

● A button opens a modal window allowing you to manually create the taxon,
and/or to correct the hierarchy of an existing taxon in DaRWIN.
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● Buttons placed at the bottom of the web page allows to launch the check and
integration again, and to change the parallel taxonomy that has been chosen in
the import procedure. This allows users to handle problem without reimporting
the tab-delimited file, and in several internet sessions

Figure 4. Validation interface for taxonomic import (pager and statistics)
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Figure 5. Validation interface for taxonomic import (hierarchy viewer)

4.1.2 Localities
It has been decided to create a specific importation template for localities, in order to
keep in line with the normalization of localities described above.

Figure 6. Importation workflow for locality data
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4.1.3 Lithostratigraphy
A template has also been developed to import additional lithostratigraphic
classifications, for fossil or mineralogical collections.
It has been decided to make the lithostratigraphic scale dynamically updatable, but to
keep the existing chronostratigraphic frozen, as the chronostratigraphic scale is global
and stable, while the lithostratigraphic scale is dependant from the location and less
standardized.

The template columns are:

supergroup

group

formation

member

layer

sub_level_1

sub_level_2

Figure 7. Access to the lithostratigraphy import
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Figure 8. Example of lithostratigraphic import

The template for specimens contains several fields to link specimens to geological
classifications. These are:

a. Paleontology / chronostratigraphy
GeologicalEpoch

GeologicalAge

GeologicalAge3

b. Lithostratigraphy
lithostratigraphyGroup

lithostratigraphyFormation

lithostratigraphyMember

lithostratigraphyBed

lithostratigraphyInformalName
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c. Mineralogy (identification level)
mineralogicalIdentification

mineralogicalIdentifier

mineralogicalIdentificationYear

mineralogicalIdentificationMonth

mineralogicalIdentificationDay

4.1.4 Embedded multimedia files
A template was also developed to embed multimedia files, that are stored as Media files
in the filesystem of the DaRWIN server (hosting the PHP backend) and associated to
specimen records.
These files are available in the backend part of DaRWIN which is password protected.
This may be relevant for data that may not be publicly disclosed to (.e.g. Material for
future paper).
This import consists of two files:

● A Zip file, which is uploaded and unzipped on the server, that contains the files
● A tab-delimited file, that has to be called meta.txt, which describes the

compressed files

The fields of meta.txt are:
Field name Field Description Mandatory

UnitID The main specimen code of the associated specimen x (or UUID)

filename the name of the file in the associated ZIP x

title The title (caption) of the file

description Free text description of the file content

sub_type Sub-type of the file

mime_type mime type of the file (to halp the client to choose the
appropriate viewer or player)

x

technical_parameters the technical parameter of the file (pixel resolution,
sampling rate etc…)

internet_protocol the internet protocol of "external_uri"
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field_observations field parameters of the object (e.g. water temperature,
salinity etc…)

external_uri link to an external resource describing or completing the data

uuid the UUID of the associated specimen in DaRWIN x
(if no UnitID
provided)

4.1.5 Links to remote multimedia files
Finally, a fifth template was created to associate remote multimedia documents
available on the Web to existing DaRWIN, as links that are batch-created. This can be
images, sounds, description of the specimen in an on-line publication, related
specimens in other databases, links to DNA sequences in GenBank…
DaRWIN also features an IIIF client (Mirador) which is synchronized with this template.
It can be minked to the “virtualcol” platform which itself gets the UUID identifiers from
DaRWIN. This template allows exchanging data between the two systems.

Field from this template are the followings:
Field name Description Values(ex)

UnitID The main collection code of the specimen in
DaRWIN

INV.2090

UUID The uniform unique identifier of the specimen in
DaRWIN  (if no UnitID provided)

89f7383b-87c2-47a5-946c-1032bef
0ae73

URL The URL of the resource to link

Type The type of link (abbreviate) DNA; IIIF ; CITES; Nagoya

Comment Link description (searchable in DaRWIN)
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4.2 Input Templates

4.2.1 Need for an import tool

The DaRWIN web interface is very complete and allows you to enter all data needed
concerning specimens. It’s very useful when 1 or 2 specimens are to be encoded but it’s
time consuming if there are a lot of specimens. There is also a need to be online and
connected to the DaRWIN server to enter data.
For data coming from outside, there is also no common template: data may come from
text files, excel, databases in various formats in data structure and data format. So a
tool was needed to work offline (at home or in field work) and to import lots of
specimens in one step.
As spreadsheets are known by nearly everyone working with data, this kind of file has
been chosen. DaRWIN can also use csv files to import lots of data and a first version of
an import template has already been done in excel.

● The new template will use the possibility to create forms above the spreadsheet
to more easily enter data that are sometimes spread in many sheets of a
workbook.

● Export to csv is easy and automatically done by buttons in the spreadsheet and
the generated files can be used to be imported in DaRWIN without other
treatment.

● A link to a tool to check taxonomy has also been added in the spreadsheet.

The advantages of this tool and of the forms are an easy way to fill in data, and a view
of all the data in one screen, so data can be checked easily for completeness and
integrity.

Two versions of the template have been developed:
● a first one in Microsoft Excel and VisualBasic for users using the desktop version

of Microsoft Excel on Windows and Mac. This template is not working with Office
365 online or with libreOffice or previous versions of Excel.

● a second template in Calc and basic for users using the Open Source LibreOffice
suite on Windows, Mac and Linux OS.

The template offers the possibility to import data in DaRWIN both at RMCA and RBINS.
The template may be filled as a simple spreadsheet, by filling in each sheet one after
the other but as there is a risk to write data at the wrong place if we choose the wrong
line on a sheet, it’s better to use the forms that gather all fields of the same line in
simple forms.
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4.2.2 RMCA Excel template

a. Sheets
Data are splitted into  several sheets:
Code, location, DNA, ecology, taxonomy, counts_storage and acquisition.

Figure 9. Different sheets of the template

Figure 10. Columns of sheets Code, DNA, Ecology, Acquisition
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Figure 11. Columns of sheet Location

Figure 12. Columns of sheets Taxonomy and Counts_storage

Two additional sheets are hidden for the user and contain more technical info:
● The first hidden sheet contains predefined lists that can be completed if

necessary and that are used in the form combo boxes and lists:
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Figure 13. Technical sheet Lists

The second sheet contains info about the mapping with Darwin and Virtual Collections:

Figure 14. Technical sheet Column_matching

b. Buttons
On the first sheet, on top of the sheet, are displayed 4 blue buttons:

Figure 15. Buttons on first sheet

The 2 first buttons, “Field form” and “MRAC user form” are used to call 2 different forms.
The first one contains only a limited set of fields and is intended to be used more in the
field whereas the second one contains all the fields corresponding to every column of
the 7 sheets. These forms will be described in paragraph 4.2.3.
The next button calls the export features for DaRWIN.
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The last one opens a web service for taxonomy check.

c. Forms
c.1 Field form
Field form contains basic fields that can be filled in in the field. It includes temporary
code and taxonomy and mainly sampling location info. Specimen part may be
mentioned and relationships with a host or parasite. Ecological data may also be
entered, as well as some info about tissue taken for DNA and amount of specimens.
3 fields are mandatory in this form: country, exact site and sampling date.
Majority of the fields are simple text fields and there are some comboboxes prefilled
with lists. Some tests are done on data, to check the values. For example, values for
coordinates are checked to have values in a range of values.

Figure 16.Field form
If there are multiple lines in the sheets, you can navigate in the data by clicking on the
navigation buttons to go on the first line, the previous line, the next line and the last line,
each line being displayed as a record in the form.
Once data are filled in, save the record by clicking on the button “Save record”. This
action won’t save the file but will only send the data to the sheets.
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If you want to create a new line in the sheets, click on “New record”. It will clear the form
and the new data will be saved on a new line. If you want to copy an existing line, go to
that line/record with the navigation buttons and click on Duplicate record: it will create a
new line with the same data and you will have to change only the necessary data as the
code.
The button “Clean content” empties all fields.

c.2 MRAC user form
Use of this second form is similar to the first one. Only the content is different because it
contains all the fields.
Because the number of fields is more important and to keep readability of the form, it
has been divided in 2 tabs, “General info” and “Secondary info”. General tab contains
data about codes, taxonomy, sampling information. Taxonomy is much more detailed
and complete taxonomy can be entered as well as the type, author and other info.

Figure 17. First screen of MRAC user form

“Secondary info” tab contains data about ecology, specimen parts, counts, relationship
and acquisition. Acquisition is also new in regard to the field form and allows to mention
the origin of a specimen other than a collect in the field.

Specimen parts are much more detailed: a container and subcontainer may be defined,
with an ID, a type, a medium. Place of the container can be precisely given, as well as
state of the specimen part. DNA being considered as a part, DNA info can be given in
that section.
A new record has to be created for each part.
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Figure 18. Second screen of MRAC user form

As for Field form, various combo boxes and lists are already filled with data to facilitate
the work of the user.

Figure 19. Examples of lists in the form
To make the navigation easier if there are a lot of records, a field “Go to record n°” has
been added at the bottom of the form.
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“Search” tab contains some fields to do a search in data. Search can be done on the
most important fields of each section. It’s only a help to quickly find back one or more
lines. If there are results, you can navigate through the results only with the navigation
buttons. Click on “Reset” to go back to the whole set of data.

Figure 20. Search tab

d. Export
Data may be exported to DaRWIN.
Three csv files are generated: 1=taxonomy, 2=locations and 3=specimens. These 3 files
are imported in DaRWIN in 3 consecutive steps. These files are generated
automatically by clicking on the button “Export to Darwin” of sheet 1(Code). A popup
window will ask you where to save the files.

Figure 21. Export popup window
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d.1 Taxonomy check
The last button on the first sheet is “Check taxonomy”.
It launches a browser to display a web service allowing users to check the taxonomy of
the csv file “taxonomy” exported with the button “Export to DaRWIN”. Taxonomy is
checked against GBIF, IUCN, WoRMS, Fishbase:

Figure 22. Taxonomy check interface

Figure 23. Taxonomy check results
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4.2.3 LibreOffice template
One of the challenges of the Natural Heritage project is to promote the use of Open
Source solutions. The Royal Belgian Institute of Natural Sciences decided to evaluate a
free open source tool as the MS-Excel template is highly dependent on the MS Office
version and request an A5 licence as the Office 365 online is not compatible with the
Visual basic macros.
The choice was made to use LibreOffice with the use of basic as macro language. The
option to enter media files data is also not yet developed in this version.

a. Sheets
The use of the LibreOffice template is the same as the excel template.
Data are spread into 5 sheets and a form allows us to fill all the sheets together, for one
record. The number of sheets is smaller because the data are organized differently.

Here are the columns of the 5 sheets:

Figure 24.Columns of sheets Taxonomy, Specimen, Location
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Figure 25. Columns of sheets Sampling and Storage

b. Buttons
As for the excel template, it’s much easier to enter data via the form. There is only one
form here (no field form). So there are 3 buttons on the first sheet:

Figure 26. Buttons on the first sheet.

A first one to open the form, a second to export files to DaRWIN and the last one to
check taxonomy.

c. Forms
Use of the LibreOffice form is the same as for the excel template. Navigation buttons
allow you to go from one line/record to another and 4 buttons allow you to save,
duplicate, clean and add a record (these buttons are displayed in this form as icons).
As in the excel template, data are displayed on several screens (5 screens here in place
of 2 in excel). To go from one screen to the other, click on the big buttons on the right. A
special button “Search” shows a screen where you can search data.
First screen is Taxonomy. It contains info about taxonomy, type, identification,
interspecies relations.
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Figure 27.  First screen of the LibreOffice form. Buttons.

Second screen is Specimen and contains info about codes, acquisition, sex, stage,
counts.

Figure 28. Second screen of the template, Specimen

Third screen is Location and contains info about exact geographic place, coordinates,
altitude, depth and more technical data.
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Figure 29. Third screen of the template, Location

A special function has been added in this LibreOffice version: it’s possible to get the
coordinates of a place, based on the country and the municipality. It works with a
webservice as OpenStreetMap. When you have filled in the country and municipality,
click on the button “Get coordinates”. If it can find coordinates, they are written in
decimal latitude and longitude and the origin of the coordinates is written below:
calculated from OpenStreetMap.

Figure 30. Coordinates fields of the form.

A fourth screen is the sampling. It contains all data about how and when specimens
were collected and also local ecological info, as well as larger ecological info in
Biogeography.
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Figure 31. Fourth screen of the template, Sampling

The last screen is Storage. As for the excel, many parts may be added by clicking on
the “Add a part”.

Figure 32. Fifth screen of the template, Storage

There is a special screen to do a search in data. Search can be done on the most
important fields of each section. It’s only a help to quickly find back one or more lines. If
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there are results, you can navigate through the results only with the navigation buttons.
Click on “Reset filters” to go back to the whole set of data.

Figure 33. Search screen of the template

d. Export
Button “Export to Darwin files” on first sheet has the same function as in the excel, to
export files that have to be imported in DaRWIN

e. Taxonomy check
Button “Check taxonomy” has the same function as in the excel template.

4.3 Integration of previous databases and Import of data in DaRWIN

The import procedure is a very important tool for the specimen data:
The total of records at the RMCA DaRWIN is 695.704 records, corresponding to
1.912.700 specimens. The import procedure allowed us to import 259.883 records
which represent 37,3 % of the total of the database.

The total of records at the RBINS DaRWIN is 696.446 records, corresponding to
4.360.000 specimens of which 73.800 were imported with the excel template (10,6 %).
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4.3.1 Mapping of the RBINS MISTA database
Data from the RBINS MISTA database (polar missions in the Antarctic), originally in
Microsoft Access format have been mapped to the DaRWIN importation templates and
would be ready to be imported into DaRWIN after check from the scientists. This
database was chosen as a case study for the Natural Heritage project as it was a very
complex database including specimens from different institutions.
In contrast to other collections, MISTA has taken more time because data were in a very
complex database and it has been difficult to extract data correctly. MISTA also
influenced the original development of DaRWIN, for example by putting dates in the
geographical data because data of MISTA contain a majority of specimens caught in
sea (Antarctica) and during cruises. A catch can begin at a point A at day J and end at a
point B at day J+3, which is not the case with terrestrial specimens caught at a precise
place. Stations and expeditions were also as important in the original database as
specimens and because of this, it influenced the development of an import in 3 steps:
taxonomy, localities and specimens. This allows to import first a list of stations based on
cruises.
The data are now imported in a working study in DaRWIN and will be integrated in the
main collections after a final checking of the data.
A total of 5.831 records of MISTA corresponding to 132.190 specimens were imported.
This is the equivalent of 1 FTE of manual encoder during 1 Year.

4.3.2 The RBINS Geology Collection
The collections of Geology use Microsoft Access as a database. A previous attempt of
import in RBINS DaRWIN was made in 2017 but the import was cancelled thanks to
import errors in the validation of sampling locations.
It was now possible to import the data again using the 3 steps import procedure.
A total of 40.069 records are now available in the DaRWIN Collection Management
System.

4.3.3 The RBINS Paleontology Collection
The collections of Paleontology also use Microsoft Access as a database.
Data was exported as XLS files and templates were prepared for further import in
DaRWIN. The process is not yet completed as we need first to control the
chronostratigraphy reference system existing in the main database.
More than  40.000 type specimens will be imported with this procedure in 2021.

4.3.4 RMCA zoology
Vertebrate data from the DataPerfect/Drosera system have been imported by using the
template in 2019 and 2020.
This concerns the following collections:
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● 21.216 records of Reptilia
● 16.069 records of Amphibians
● 16.000 records of Ornithology
● 451 records of ichthyology

Data from the Invertebrate collections were also imported:
● 1.276 records of trichoptera
● 28.936 records of Acari
● 185 records of Ephemeroptera
● 11.830 records of Crustacea
● 9.220 records of Myriapoda
● 1.541 records of Vermes
● 67.747 records of Coleoptera
● 1.837 records of Echinodermata
● 275 records of snails

4.3.5 Mapping of RMCA wood biology data
Data from the wood biology department have been successfully imported into DaRWIN
in 2020, using the tab-delimited templates presented above. These data (83300
records) were originally conserved in offline Excel format.
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